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The objectives of the present study were to d:tsign., construct, and 
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and to deter:mine the va.lue of data collected from several reservoir 
depths for primary production studies. 
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K. Rice helped with field work, mechanical maintenance; and computer 
programming. The typing of the final manuscript was done by Mrs. Gary 
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A reservoir is a complex system of interacting physical, chemical, 
and biologica~ forces influenced by meteorological phenomena (Macken-
thun and Ingram, 1967). Like any other ecosystem the reservoir has 
structure and function, nutrient cycling, and energy flow. If the in-
put and output of physical, chemical, biological, and meteorological 
factors can be measured; a model can be made that will permit a general 
prediction of' future trends in reservoirs. 
Physical, chemical, and meteorological parameters in reservoirs are 
more easily measured on a continuous basis than are the biological para-
meters they influence. The evaluation of a continuous physicochemical 
sampling program of a reservoir is the objective of this study. 
Keystone Reservoir, completed and filled by April, 1965, is located 
just west of Tulsa in north-central Oklahoma. It is a mainstream reser-
voir constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for hydroelectric 
power generation, flood control, recreation, and control of the Arkansas 
River navigation system. It is formed by the confluence of the Arkansas 
and Cimarron Rivers 3.2 km upstream from the dam site (Figs. 1 and 2). 
Surface area of the reservoir at normal power pool level (220 m Mean 
Sea Level) is 10,648 ha with a storage capacity of about 8.2 X 108 m3. 
The two rivers and smaller tributary streams drain large semi-arid 
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Incoming waters contain variable concentrations of dissolved and 
suspended inorganic and organic solids. It has been found that the tur-
bid and salt-heavy water of the Cimarron River produces a density cur-
rent which underflows the clearer and lighter water of the Arkansas River 
except during mixing by flood waters. However, the Cimarron River con-
tributes only about 17% of the total inflow. During the summer months 
pronounced thermal and chemical stratification exists (Eley, 1967, 1970). 
Continuous monitoring of physicochemical variables can provide im-
mediate data for water quality determinations and aid in the establish-
ment of a predictive mathematical reservoir model. An adequate model 
can be made if variables such as temperature, oxygen, light and nutrients, 
which control the distribution of organisms, and turbidity and chemical 
balances, which influence sedimentation are included (Nicholls and Logan, 
1966). In order to make detailed stratification analyses and provide 
for the most efficient reservoir operation data are also needed on wind, 
evaporation, quality and quantity of inflow, reservoir topography, cir-
culation, and currents (Leifeste and Popkin, 1968). 
It has long been recognized that grab samples are not adequate for 
detailed oxygen evaluation (Okun, Lamb, and Wells, 1963; Frey, 1967). 
Recent improvements of in situ oxygen probes and recording devices per-
mit continuous operation with minimal servicing. Ragone and Peters 
(1967) described the use of continuous oxygen recorders on rafts in 
reservoir spillways. Operators controlled outflow to prevent anoxic 
conditions and fish kills below the dams. Leifeste and Popkin (1968) 
used a pump, hose, and small chamber that contained sensors for measur-
ing temperature, conductance and dissolved oxygen on several Texas 
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reservoirs but without a continuous sampling procedure. 
Reservoirs with a high volume turnover, such as Keystone, are kept 
in a state of low successional maturity by runoff of nutrients from crop 
lands and urban and natural pollution fed into them (Margalef, 1968). 
Organic and inorganic nutrients are important in determining biological 
fluctuations in reservoirs. Continuous recording of ionic chemical 
species may aid in establishing the extent of transfer of biologically 
important nutrients through the density gradients of reservoirs (Okun 
and Weiss, 1963). Other possible predictions from recording ionic spec-
ies include increases in turbidity, formation of sludge deposits, in-
creases in toxic chemicals, changes to extreme acidity or alkalinity, and 
production of undesirable aquatic growths (Mackenthun and Ingram, 1967). 
Ionic probes must be highly selective and sensitive to low concen-
trations. Improvement of specific ion electrodes is progressing rapidly 
particularly for use in laboratory applications. Field application of 
these electrodes at multiple depths and with continuous recording will 
make possible much more refined reservoir models. 
Monitoring of rapidly changing water conditions has been limited to 
a few meteorological and chemical parameters and not often continuously 
or at multiple depths (Okun and Weiss, 1963; Oglesby and Weiss 3 1963, 
Leifeste and Popkin, 1968; and Welch, 1969). Some researchers have 
obtained data by extending sensing probes to the depths they wished to 
measure (Pamatmat and Banse, 1969; Eley, 1970). However, most workers 
have found it acceptable to pump water to a convenient location (Strick-
land, 1961; Weiss and Oglesby, 1963; Keyser, 1965; Margalef, 1968; and 
Welch, 1969), Pumping to a central location was found to be a conve-
nient method for the present study since it permitted the use of a 
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single set of sensing probes. Depths were monitored in sequence and 
simultaneous rrru.ltiple depth sampling was sacrificed for monetary rea-
sons with minimal loss of data. 
' 
CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA 
A sampling statian was established 130 m upstream from the Key-
stone Reservoir Dam. Depth of the water at norma.l power pool level 
was 19.7 m. Depth during the study varied from 18.5 to 20.5 m because 
of variable river inflow and discharge through the dam. 
Sampled depths were 0.5, 3, 6, 12, and 18 m. Oxygen and tempera-
ture were measured every hour at each depth. Oxygen and temperature 
depth profiles were me~sured more or less continuously forrn July 24, 
1968, to November 27, 1968. :Oata from the five measured depths were 
·, 
used to calculate values for each meter of the water column. Sampled 
depths were closer together in the euphotic zone where more rapid oxy-
gen change was expecDed than in the relatively stable hypolirnnion. 
Information on rainfall, river inflow, reservoir depth, and sun-
light duration and intensity was provided as daily averages by the 
Tulsa District Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Weather Bureau, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. 
The water at three substations 200 m apart near the sampler was 




METHODS AND MATERIALS 
A. Construction of the Floating Sampler 
The sampling station was constructed on a raft floated by poly-
styrene foam logs (Fig. 3). All hoses and fittings were black polyvinyl 
chloride of 20 mm inside diameter. One hose from each depth connected 
directly to a solenoid-actuated valve. Water from one depth at a time 
passed through the valve, a copper tubing manifold, a pump, and into 
an airtight ple.xiglas tub which contained the probes (Fig. 4). After 
flowing through the sampling tub the water was pumped away from the 
float· to minimize miJd.ng with the sample water (Fig. 5). 
B. Sampling Control and Recordi:111g 
An electromechanical controller was constructed to switch the 
sample depths and to control the probe sequence at each depth. During 
sampling at each depth the water flushed through the sampling tub for 
9 min while the probes equilibrated. Each probe reading was recorded 
for 30 sec on a Rustrak strip-chart recorder before the controller 
switched to the next probe. Any depth sequence desired could be moni-
tored. 
C. Temperature Sensing 
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The temperature sensor was a shielded, corrosion-proof, plastic-
cased thennistor. The thermistor gave a linear response of reduced 
resistance with increase in temperature. Calibration was accomplished 
by measuring the millivolt drop across the thermistor over a temperature 
range of Oto 35 C as measured by a precision mercury thermometer accu-
rate tot 0.1 C. 
D. Measurement of Oxygen 
The oxygen sensor consisted of silver and lead electrodes encased 
in a porcelain cylinder. The oxygen sensor was placed near the water 
inlet of the sampling tub to attain the required water current of 30 cm 
sec-1 over its surface. 
The potential produced by oxygen reaction with the electrodes was 
linear, but probe sensitivity was temperature dependent and changed 
with time. The sensor was recalibrated after membrane renewal every 
2 weeks. For calibration the sensitivity coefficient (y) was obtained 
from the ratio of sensor voltage output to oxygen concentration (Equa-
tion t). 
(1) y = mv 
Air saturated water was used in calibration (Hutchinson, 1957; 
Yaakov and Kaplan, 1969). The sensitivity coefficient applied to 
sensor output gave oxygen concentration of sample water(Equation 2), 
(~) [o2] of sample water= mv 
y 
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Functions determined by computer for temperature and oxygen sensor 
calibrations were made part of a computer conversion program by which 
millivolt output was converted to degrees C and g o2 m-3. 
Oxygen, temperature, time, and oxygen saturation values output by 
the conversion program were used in a diurnal oxygen curve analysis 
program modified from Eley (1970). This program used changes in dis-
solved oxygen over a 24 hour period, summed for the water column, to 
calculate gross primary production (Pg), community respiration (Rt), 
net primary production (Pn = Pg - Rt), Pg/Rt ratio, and diffusion into 
and out of the reservoir. 
Appendix A is a reproduction of the raw data conversion program. 
Appendix B contains an example of converted data. Appendix C contains 
representative oxygen curve data and graphs. 
E. Operation of the Sampler 
Monitoring of oxygen and temperature at several depths with a 
single set of sensors necessitated a sequential procedure. However, 
all temperature and oxygen values were considered as having been obtain-
ed. at the beginning of each hour. Rates of change at the surface were 
greatest and were measured first. Changes at the bottom were almost 
negligible because of lack of photosynthetic activity and nearly ano)dc 
conditions and were measured nearly an hour later. 
During the 5 months the sampler was in operation, over 100 days of 
complete data from midnight to midnight wai;; recorded; As many as 21 
successive days of recorded data was obtained. A total of 64 days were 
analyzed for primary production. 
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F. Data Gathering - Possible Errors 
The greatest sources of error in the oxygen curve method are caused 
by horizontal movement of water masses of different metabolic history 
and improper estimation of the reaeration constant (Eley, 1970). Fur-
ther errors enter when oxygen is not measured at sufficiently frequent 
depths, 
Vertical mixing of oxygen is known to occur. Errors in measure-
ment may arise from mixing of water in the thermocline and from inter-
flows. Vertical currents and mixing patterns were not considered in 
this study. 
Seiches of about 6 hour periods were evident from oxygen and 
temperature recordings at the 12 m depth during summer months. Seiches 
were created whenever there was high-volume, short-duration outflow. 
Corrections for' seiches could not be incorporated in the primary pro-
ductivity program since total depths involved were not determined. 
Horizontal currents resulted from river inflows and drawdown for 
hydroelectric power generation and have been described for Keystone 
Reservoir (Falls, 1969; Eley, 1970). 
CHAPTER IV 
COMMUNITY METABOLISM 
A. Sampling Assumptions and Validity 
One station was used pa~tly on the assumption that valid estimates 
of community metab6lism could be made for the immediate vicinity of the 
sampler whenever water of uniform metabolic history was measured over a 
24 hour period (Eley, 1970). He found no significant differences in 
community metabolism among three to six substations 200 m apart in four 
areas of the Cimarron River Arm of Keystone Reservoir. Monitored data 
obtained in the present study when little outflow for power generation 
occurred was accurate as shown by comparison with grab sample data and 
the data provided better estimates of production and respiration than 
on days of high outflow. 
Oxygen and temperature data selected from five depths were multi-
plied by appropriate depth factors for transformation to surface area 
basis and compared with the data from eve:rv meter for production and 
respiration estimates (Table I). Calculated oxygen changes were com-
pared to observed changes (Table I). A test for paired samples was 
used to determine the significance level the estimates of Pg, Rt, and 
Pg/Rt could be considered equivalent. The significance level for Pg 
was a= 0.40, for Rt a= 0.40, and for Pg/Rt a= O.JO. Calculated 
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observed changes with one exception. Presence of currents at stations 
along the Cimarron River Arm probably caused the differences. The same 
method of comparison was used on data from Lake Atitlan, Guatemala by 
Dorris (unpublished). Agreement existed between observed and calculated 
net oxygen changes within 0,5 mg liter-1 in nineteen of twenty-seven 
diurnal production studies. In Lake Atitlan no detectable currents 
exist and the water column. is considerably deeper than that of Keystone 
Reservoir. 
The significant differences between data from five depths and 
every meter in Pg, Rt, Pg/Rt, and net oxygen changes indicate that more 
depths should be sampled, perhaps at least at every 2 m. The assump-
tion must also be met that to account for horizontal currents;water of 
similar metabolic history must be measured over each 24 hour period. 
B. Advantage of more Frequent Sampling 
More frequent sampling permits greater detail in analyzing oxygen 
rates of change (Fig. 6). Predawn rates of change progressively in-
creased in Fig. 6 B, but no change occurred in a 5,5 hour period in 
Fig. 6 A, Infrequent sampling produced estimates with too large posi-
tive rates of change and too small negative rates of change • .As a 
result, computed estimates of Pg, Rt, Pn, and Pg/Rt were different 
between the two sets of data. More frequent sampling permits a more 
precise picture of rates of change and corresponding production and 
respiration estimates are more accurate. 
C. Production and Respiration Estimates 
The correlation coefficient between Pg and Rt was 0.85. The ratio 
+10.77 Pg = 80.36 
+ 864 Pn = -8.36 
+ 6.51 at = 88.73 
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Figure 6. 
TIME IN HOURS 
Comparison of Oxygen Rate of Change Curves from Sampler 
Data (24 Data Points~ Bottom) and from Grab Samples 
(12 Pata Points, Top) for July 27, 1968, in g o2 m-2 day..J. 
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between Pg and Rt was generally considerably less than 1.0 (Fig. 7) and 
averaged 0.63. The ratio approached 1.0 on only one occasion when Pg 
was high during a period of clear days in August {Table II). The low 
ratios indicate that this area of the reservoir was heterotrophic as 
defined by Odum (1959). This condition is caused by the oxidation of 
large quantities of organic matter • 
. Pg and solar intensity were related by: Pg:= 0.158 S (Fig. 8) 
after assuming 15% error and forcing througn the origin. A straight 
line was used because a direct relationship exists between light quanta 
absorbed and oxygen evolved (Rabinowitch and Govindjee, 1965), 
Community metabolism at the dam was compared with data from Eley, 
(1970). Pg, Rt, and Pg/Rt were significantly different from the down-
stream station (Table III). 
I . Ii, 
D. Differences in Community Metabolism between 
Clear Days and Cloudy Days 
~. 
Higher Pg and Rt generally occurred on the clear days (Fig. 9). 
Minimu~ Pg occurred on July 26 when solar radiation was at its maximum 
and inhibiting (Table II)s Maximum Pg occurred when solar radiation 
was 661 g cal cm-2 day-1, indicating that this intensity did not seem 
to be inhibitory, although Hannan (1967) said that 647 g cal cm-2 day-l 
was inhibitory to macrophytes. When solar radiation was high (x = 650 g 
--2 -1) -cal cm day for 30 clear days, Pg was high. It appeared that the 
optimum photosynthetic activity occurred at a solar radiation of bet-
ween 660 and 690 g cal cm-2 day-l since intensity as high as 692 g cal 
-2 -1 cm day from a single observation seemed to be inhibitory. 
During 26 cloudy days solar radiation (x = 3.37 g cal cm - 2 day-1) 
l60 
I 
y intercept = -2, 6497 · • . . 
140-I slepe = 0.663 
r = o.8498 • 
120-, • y = -2.6497 + o.663 x • 
significant at , 01 lever 
• • .. 100~ • - - • 
• • -• 
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DAILY Pg, Rt, Pn, Pg/Rt, SOLAR INTENSITY (S), EFFICIENCY 
(F), AND WEATHER (~*" = CLEAR PAYS, # = PARTLY CLOUDY 
DAYS, AND - = CLOUDY DAYS) 
21 
(g o2 m-2 day-1) % (g cal cm-2day-1) 
Pg Rt Pn Pg/Rt F s Weather 
59.27 63.13 - 3,85 0.94 3,41 607 # 
5.01 43.63 - 38. 61 0.11 0.25 692 ~~ 
78.42 103 .07 - 24.65 0.76 4.10 669 ?r 
54.50 84.17 - 29.67 0.65 4.91 388 # 
25.16 45,52 - 20.37 0.55 1.31 472 # 
48.48 75.93 - 27.45 0.64 Le. 04 420 # 
84.65 115. 70 - 31.05 0.73 4,35 680 1r 
104.79 130.11 - 25 .31 0.81 5 .42 676 ~*" 
~03.47 104.98 - 1.52 0.99 5.53 654 ?f 
99.55 111.15 - 11.60 0.90 5 .47 636 -3~ 
116.60 101.65 14.95 1.15 6.69 610 -~*" 
125.75 144,56 - 18.81 0.87 6.69 657 "' ,, 
151.08 184.31 - 33.23 0.82 7.99 661 1r 
83 .67 114.71 - 31.04 0.73 4.53 648 ?r 
28.56 70.63 - 42.07 0.40 3,69 270 
17.02 39,98 - 22.96 0.43 1.93 308 
71.11 130.33 - 59.22 0.55 4,39 566 
60.29 148 .30 - 88.0l 0.41 4.58 460 
61.48 105.71 - 44.23 0.58 3.53 608 
67.11 124.72 - 57.60 0.54· 3.65 643 '1~ 
76.31 100.76 - 24.46 0.76 4.26 626 -3(" 
45.29 76.04 - 30.75 0.60 2.53 625 -3~ 
92.27 258.13 -165.87 0.36 5,32 607 -3~ 
54,85 128.85 - 74.00 0.43 4,57 422 
98.94 179.06 - 80.12 0.55 8.97 386 
150.27 205.66 - 55.39 0.73 11, 17 471 
16.12 113 .29 - 97,17 0.14 2.64 214 
69.04 123.06 - 54.03 0.56 22.58 107 
49.47 84,43 - 34,95 0.59 11.54 150 
49.35 65.16 - 15.81 0.76 2.75 627 -3~ 
30.40 5Li.,.l+3 - 24.03 0.56 2.12 503 
67.14 100.17 - 33.03 0.67 6.27 375 ')} 
57.35 58.80 - l.46 0.98 3,97 505 
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TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
(1968) (g 02 m-2 day-1) % (g cal cm-2ctay-1) 
Date . Pg Rt Pn Pg/Rt F s Weather 
9-19 22.79 37.18 - 14.39 0.61 1.48 538 1~ 
9-20 12.04 29.56 - 17.51 0.41 0.86 491 
9-21 51.46 74.05 - 22.59 0.69 4.27 422 # 
9-22 27.65 46.0l - 18,36 0.60 2.03 477 7*" 
9-23 35.08 54.65 - 19.57 0.64 4,61 266 
9-24 27 .36 27.69 - 0.33 0.99 10.88 88 
9.25 42.71 51.10 - 8.39 0.84 2.73 548 
9-26 28.20 50.71 - 22,51 0.56 1,88 525 7~ 
9 .. 27 67.13 83 .03 - 15,90 0.81 4,50 522 ~' ,, 
9-28 121,46 137.47 - 16.0l 0.88 8.24 516 7f-
9-29 48.86 67.06 - 18.21 0.73 3,35 510 v ~--
9-30 68.40 117.63 - 49,23 0.58 5.16 564 7f-
10-1 104.30 138.06 - 33. 77 0.76 9,24 395 7f-
10-2 43.89 59.54 - 15,65 0.74 3.17 484 7*" 
10-3 '89,89 97.22 - 7,33 0.92 6.32 498 1~ 
10-4 25.99 46.56 - 20.57 0.56 2.19 416 
10-5 31.58 50.32 - 18.73 0.63 9.53 116 
10-6 84.62 106.90 - 22.28 0.79 6.14 482 
10-7 55,43 72,47 - 17.04 0.76 4.10 473 
10-8 76.32 94,81 - 18.49 0.81 21.20 126 -3} 
10-9 42.52 69.75 - 27.22 0.61 3.29 453 
l0-12 98.89 144,66 - 45,77 0.68 15.45 224 
10-13 29.54 60.47 - 30.93 0.49 2.61 396 
10-14 48.65 115.44 - 66.79 0.42 3,99 427 
l0-15 23.32 49.07 - 25.75 0.48 3.52 232 
10-26 87.71 112.82 - 25.11 0.78 7,38 416 1~ 
10-27 20.16 46.79 - 26.63 0.43 1.67 422 
11 .. 22 77.54 111. 91 - 34.38 0.69 6.78 400 7{-
11-23 8.87 78.54 - 69.67 0.11 0.78 350 
11-24 13.57 118.46 -104.90 0.11 l.43 331 
11-25 26.71 57,43 - 30.72 0.47 3.58 261 
"'*" 
MEAN ·59.48 93,71 - 34.23 0.63 5,27 459 
23 
y intercept forced through origin 
slope= 0.158 • • 
15% error assumed 
y:::; 0.158 x • • • 
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Figure 8. Linear Regression of Pg and Solar Intensity 
. ·" TABLE III 
MEAN Pg, Rt, Pg/Rt, AND EFFICIENCY (F) F8R CIMARRON RIVER 
STATIONS AND DAM - Pg AND Rt IN g 02 m- day-1, FIN% 




















Rt Pg/Rt· F 
11.0 1.02 1,97 
?HH*- ® 
22,3 1.22 3,87 
'1HHr ?( 
41.0 0.94 6,35 
~( 
54,l 0.91 8.23 
v \/" 
i\lV1\ ")HHt' 
93,7 0.63 5.27 
Asterisks indicate significant differences between means. 
















Figure 9, Pg and Rt During 6 Cloudy or Partly Cloudy Days 




appeared to be limiting or was less than optimal for photosynthetic 
activity. The difference in productivity between clear and cloudy days 
was 41% as estimated by the following: 
x Pg (clear days) - x Pg (cloudy days) X 100 =%difference 
i Pg (clear days) 
Hannan (1967) found that cloudy days were only 52% as productive 
as clear days. He also found that low light intensity had no obvious 
effect on community respiration, but that respiration was reduced under 
conditions of high light intensity. In Keystone Reservoir under. low 
light intensity of cloudy days productivity was reduced considerably 
more than was respiration (Table IV). High light intensity did not 
inhibit algal productivity or reduce respiration with the exception of 
inhibition on July 26. 
E. Efficiency of Production 
Efficiency of photosynthetic production (Table II) was calculated 
from solar radiation and Pg according to a formula modified from Oswald 
(1957): 
F = (3500) Pg (100) 
(Wjooo) s 
where Fis percent efficiency, Pg is g o2 m-2 day-1, Sis solar radia-
tion in g cal cm-2 day-1, 10,000 is a factor to convert m2 to cm2, and 
3500 is the number of cal of solar radiation required to produce 1 g of 
oxygen according to Kraus (1956). 
Mean efficiency for cloudy days was 5,93% while that for clear 
TABLE IV 
MEAN Pg, Rt, Pn, AND Pg/Rt FOR 30 CLEAR DAYS AND 26 CLOUDY DAYS 
Pg, Rt, AND Pn IN g o2 m-2 day-1 
parameter clear days cloudy days 
x Pg 78.36 '1~~Hf- 46.42 
x. Rt 106.03 -}t 89.00 
x Pn 27.67 \I\I 42.58 - 'K"K -
x Pg/Rt 0.75 V \I \i i\1\1\ 0.53 
Asterisks indicate significant differences between means. 
~HH~( a::: ,005), 1Hr( a= .01), 1r( a= .05). 
27 
28 
days was 5,52%. These values were not significantly different at 
~ = .01. It appears that under conditions of less than optimal light 
and lower photosynthetic activity on clou~y days, the algae are able to 
compensate for low light intensity and be as efficient with less solar 
energy as on clear days. The correlation between photosynthetic effi-
ciency and light intensity was -0,46 (Fig. 10). 
F. Effects of a Flood on Community Metabolism 
On August 19, 1968, a large inflow of both Arkansas and Cimarron 
River water occurred. Before the flood the hypolimnion contained about 
1.0 g o2 m-3 (Fig. 11). Salt-heavy flood water of the Cimarron River 
was well-oxygenated as was interflowing Arkansas River water. The flood 
increased oxygen content of the entire water column. Stratification 
was not disrupted. Over a 15 day period the hypolimnion again almost 
became anoxic. Surface oxygen generally decreased during the first 11 
days. A sharp increase in surface oxygen and decrease in oxygen at 
18 m occurred during days 11-14, probably caused by a sharp reduction 
in outflow which allowed a build-up of oxygen at the surface from pro-
duction and decrease in the hypolimnion from respiration. 
No distinct pattern in Pg, Rt, or Pg/Rt could be observed during 
the flood period (Fig. 12). The great Rt values 4 to 8 days after the 
flood are indicative of a large amount of allochthonous organic mater-
ial deposited in the reservoir. 
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70 • •• y intercept= 563.53 • . , 
•• slope = -11.52 I • 
60 
, • • r = -0.4609 
• 
y = 5_63.53 -11.52x 
• ...... 
500 significq.nt at .01 level 
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Figure 11. Oxygen and Temperature at Surface and 18 mas a Result of Flooding on 
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Figure 12. Pg,. Rt, and Pg/Rt During 13-nd After Flood - August 
· 17 to September 3, 1968 (Double Line at Bottom 
Indicates Periods of Cloudiness) 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
Pumping water to a central location was an acceptable sampling 
technique and was convenient since it permitted the use of a single set 
of sensing probes. 
At least every 2 m vertically should be monitored. Sample depths 
should be more frequent in the euphotic zone than in the relatively 
stable hypolimnion for primary production studies by the .diurnal oxygen 
curve method. The feasibility of using oxygen curve analyses is limit-
ed by currents in reservoirs. A complex sampling program which incor-
porates tracing water masses when interflowing and underflowing currents 
exist must be developed in order to apply the diurnal oxygen curve 
dependably. 
More frequent sampling during each 24 hour period permitted great-
er detail in analyzing oxygen rates of change for primary production. 
One sample every hour appeared to give good results. 
At Keystone Reservoir Dam high Pg and low Pg/Rt indicated that 
much organic matter was being o;x:idized. Pg and Rt were highly corre-
lated (r = 0.85). Mixing of Arkansas and Cimarron River water increas-
ed Pg and Rt and reduced the Pg/Rt ratio and efficiency at the dam as 
compared to four stations on the Cimarron River Arm. The large increase 
in Rt and decrease in Pg/Rt was probably due to a much larger amount of 
organic material carried by the Arkansas River than the Cimarron River. 
33 
Higher Pg and Rt occurred on clear days. It appeared that the 
optimum photosynthetic activity occurred at a solar radiation of bet-
ween 660 and 690 g cal cm-2 day-l since intensity as high as 692 g cal 
cm-2 day-1 was inhibitory. During cloudy days light was limiting or 
less than optimal for photosynthetic activity. Under low light on 
cloudy days productivity was reduced considerably more than respiration. 
Efficiency of production between clear and cloudy days was not 
significantly different. On cloudy days the algae were able to com-
pensate for low light intensity and were as efficient with less solar 
energy as on clear days. 
Flooding oxygenated all water strata but did not always disrupt 
thermal stratification. It took 15 days after a flood for the hypo-
limnion to again become anoxic. No distinct patterns in Pg, Rt, or 
Pg/Rt were observed during the flood period. Great Rt values after the 
flood are indicative of large amounts of allochthonous organic matter 
deposited in the reservoir. 
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THIS .PROGRAM CAl.l;\.ILATi:S 02. CONCENTRAtlOti A'NQ · T~,r1''Elt:~U,W1!···:,:ltJ'";'~U1$lll'A'lt·':STlllP 
· _CHART RECORDER DUA READ IN AS LINE NUMBERS CIN CHART !»APER PRCIDUCEI) &Y. JH~ 
AESERVOIR CONTINUOUS MONITORING SYSTEM, RECALIBRATlON CIF l»·ROfES ANO D.F, · ... 
8.0UOM PEPTH CONSTANT IS DON.E AUTOMAUC4LLY AS. THE DATA .as CONVERTED, THE 
ONLY llEQUIREM!:NT. BEING THAT ALL NECUSAR.Y DATA H PRUENT AND THAT EACH 
. OATA SET BE IN CHRONOLOGIG.Al. ORDER •.. ·. . . . . . . 1 · ... · •. < ·· ... 
SURFACE SATURATION ANO 1)2 CONCENTRATIONS ARE SUMMED OVf:R THE 'WATER COLUMN· 
FOR FURTHER UT IL IZAT ION BY PERIPHERAL PROGRAMS. ' 
OUTPUT IS RECORDED ON MAGNETIC TAPE UNIT It ANO PRINTED IN TABULAR FORM. 
01 MENS ION IT 1,E C 2'• I• TEMPI 24, 51, 02 C 24, 51, Z.EROl 24., 5), CONUI, 
liHl,JTCHC3&,lOI, PSAT(241, .SUMC21tl, MONTHC241, IDAYUltJt JYEARC21tl, 
· '1CQN5C2001,R I NTCPI 200 I ,SLOPEUOO I, IYEARHZOO I ,MONTHU200 i, 
•l~YXUOO I, I Tl MEXC 2001, I VEARCC 2001,MONTHCUOOl, IDAYC 1200), 
• HlMEC UOO 1, NP ROBE UOOh I X21200 I, ITIMEA 12001, IC212001, ITIMEBUOOI 
COMMON WORD I bl . 
l FORMAT C 1.0CF4,2, 4XI I 
2 FORMAT U13, Zl.lt lit, 5CHolt F4.1, f'tolll 
3 FORMAJ CH.2,4bl(,312tl4,20X,lll 
It FORMA.T I BX, EU.4, 3Xt El3ob,6X,312, l1t,2U,l2,3X, I'll 
8 FORM AH' 1, t T bO, • DAJI; • , lit, 'I' , 12, • 1 1 , 12 ll BX t t C). !; M • t ltX, 
••3,0 .... o, 1 6•.0 ,,.., ltX, •12.0 "'• 3X, qa.o M•, 5X, •0,5 "'• 
ux, 'h0M',·3X, •6,0 "'• n,.•12.0 M•,3x, qe,o '"'• ux, 
••SURFACF. 1 / Ui 'Hfl!E•, zx, 'TEMPht•, 2X, •TEMPl21', 2X, 
••TEMPllJ•, 2,)h 'l'EMP.ltt•i 2X, 'TE14Pl5P, SX, '02(t>•, 3X, •Q2UP, 
•1x, !02f31', \3Xt 1 02141•,o, '02151', 3X, •SUM 02•, 4X,.. ... I 
•SATURATJON 1 tl ( lliC, lit, fl:l,2, F9.2, F9o2, F,,2, F.9o2, Fllo2, 
*F8.2, Fa.2~ F8o2t f842i f9o2t Fllo2ll . . . 
22 FORMAT. U!l,T61,'CDNl5f OATA'llll/35X;'CONC5P,46X,•TIME cooe•u 
•l 36l<,Ho21HX1312,lltt I . . . . •. 
~3 FORMAT .1'l',T54,'02 PROIUl GALIBRAHON D,\TA 1 //ll/38X,'INTERCEPT~, 
•ax,• SJOPE, ~ Ul< ,, Tl M~ • ,6x, • PROB!: .No.• 11 c 35X, e u .6, n, El 3.6, sx, uz, .· · 
•t1t,sx,nn' ··. . ·. ·. . . ·. : 
24 FOR1'1AT ( 11111 1 DIURNAL JS COMPLElE'I .·. . . .. 
25 FORMAT P CONf51 CHANGE'O ro• ,Fs.2,• AT•, u, 
26 FORMAT i I' COij{5 t . . EOU.ALS . f;F 5 • 2, I AH 115 t 
28 FORMAT (11 02 PRO.SE NO,! ,n,• B!;JNG useo AT' ,HI 
30 FORMAT c• 02 PR06ECHANG.EQtO No.•.n,• AT 1 ,151 
!i1 · FORMAT n .-.,cAPACtTYoF ARRAY< Not ENOUGli TQ STORE 
.. . •TAI . . ~f-,4Q lOCl 1.!AU UROS• I . 
52 FOR14At f:H2Utlt·XII ..... ·· 
53 FOltM,f ,,,.,uv,·,~,UF6,2H 
S't i'ORM'AT t F 511.21 . . .. . 
55 f'El'RMl\t fF!l-.l*Slil. 
51 FORfl!At f • •MORE THA .. 
&£)' I . . . 
s9 i'oAMu . no 
60 FQRMAT ll5t · 
6l FORf.11\T f'>J5:J , . . · . · 
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APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 
''ft"ifflfl •"l"1 1"1,._;.Y~i ,JT, J ·• 1-, .-u,·1, l • 'l, 36) 
READ BOTTOM DEPTH CONSTANTS .. (CON51 
DO 20 I.• 1,2.00 
READ C 5·, 31 CON5U I~ IYURC 111, HONTHCC 11, I DAYCI It, ITIHEC CU, ISIG 
IF CIS.G .EQ. 91 GO TO 9 . . .. . 
CHECK pEPTH CONSTANT DATA fOR T IHE CODE ERRORS 
20 CA\..L T IMCHK Cl YEARCC 11,HONTHCC 11,IDA\'CC 11, ITIHECC 11, 1,11 
GO TO !10 . .. . . 
· ~ NC • 1-1 
l.tfT CONS DAU 
. WRITE C6i22 I C C0f11' Cl It IYEARCC U ,MOf11THC Cl It IOAYCC II d TIHIC: I 11, 
•·f' • l,NCJ 
REAO Qi PROBE CALlBRATION DATA 
DO~· I • l,200 
Rl:AP· ( 5, 41 IWHCPC 11, SLOPE I It, IVEARX C 11,HONTHXCI 1, IDAVXCII, 
•IUMEXU I ,NPRQ,afC 1.1, ISIG 
If CISJG .ea. 91 GO TO 10 
C HfCK 02 PRO BJ; DA f A FOR Tl ME CODE ERRCJRS o 
21 CALL Tl MCHK Cl YEARX I U ,MONT HX CII, I DAVX 111, IT IHEXCl.l, I, 31 
GO TO 50 . 
10 .Nx· • l"f 
WRJtE 02 PROijE DATA 
WRITE (6, .HI CR 1r,m;p4 11, SLOPE 111, IYEARXC 11,Ml)PUHXC t 1, IDAYXC II, 
•tTJHEXtt},~PROBEtll~·•l,NXI . . .. 
INITJALIIE VARIABLES . 
DA TA COt,j I 11, CJtiC 21 ,CONC 3J ,CONI 41 / lo 7!1, 3, 25,'t, !lO, 6000/, 1 STQP, I Cl, 
ti Xl, U4:fMCON!it.H02/0,h21 h 1, 11, ICtl 11, I X21 l 1 /l, 1/ 
CONC 51 •CON!il 11 
15 I "' 0 . . 
31 NCUN5 • 0 
tiOa • o 
13 I • ltl 
READ P.USTRAK OAJ A, . . · . . · . · 
RfAQ JI ,z ,EN011U1 HDNTtU 111 IQAV CI 1, IYEAR I 11, I TIH!EH h C Ti'4Pl 1 •JI, 
*021 l ,JI i ltJlO.Ct,Jh J•l, 51 , 
NCAllO•NCAROtl . 
CHECI< RUSl.llAk UAU FOR- TIMI: cooe ERROR$ 
. CAl.L fCMCHK UVEARHt,MONTtHlltlOAVlfi,HiHEllhNCARD,11 
3S I SJG.·• 0 . . . 
· NSHl • 0 . .. .· · ·. ·. . . . 
. IF DAT4 l$ . FM A OtFFlHtENT r>AV, HOftt H AtiO fl NISH 01;.c:uunoNs FOR Tl-ti! DAV 
JF t IMY.1 H fNE, l04VHH GO TO !6 . 
. CH4.NGE 8Dtl0'C0Eli'ft-t. CCIN$.JANf IF TIM! COOi Oft RUSTRAK OA{A IS . • GE. TIME CODE 
01' NEXT CON5 Y~LIJ! . 
32 IF nc1 ~!if., "4CtGQ to U 
tF . ! H'E<Alt fl f ... IYEA~CJIC l!) t l • 42, 45 
'tl •·. F .'. MO .. N ..• '."'.n ........ "o .. ,..'.·~.-.t.•. ·.''. U I h 4. '. ··.".·. !i · 4J if lf04Vlil.,.I04YCHCUI U14ltt45 
H iF llliijEfil.,.lf.lHf:CJiClH lh0,41 
0 !F HSfG ,fQ• 01 NCON5 • NCON5+l 
CONC 5j •. CtiNSIJCl I 
ft~ii'iCON11 a ICl 
fHME8H~U • lflMECp 
re. • .... ··~. 1e .. 1 •• · ISIG :. J • . 
CHA~·.G·····.·.·i:•:.,.o ... ~.·.·.·· .. p·. R ... 0$1: CAL· I· 6RUI.ON •.·" TIME CODE QF R1J.$TRAK PATA IS .oe. TIME coot o,.: .. ut Q.l PllOBfi CAl IBRAT ION 
Ci;Ct!l 32 · 
39 
APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 
11 i:F c ,u · ~:~r. ·~~t Go ro 12 
IF ct YE ARI f l·lVEARXC txn I 12,311,H 
38 IF CMONTHC I t-r40NTHXC IXU I U,1t0;39 
40 IF I IDAYI lt-lDAYXI IXll I 12,41,39 
41 IF IITIMEIII-ITIMEXIIXlll 12,39,39 
39 IF INSIG .EQ. 01 N02 • N02+1 
IX21N021 • IXl 
ITIMEAIIXll • ITIMECII 
I X4 • IX l 
IXl • IXl+l 
NSIG • l 
C INDICATE IF CONS OR 02 WAS NOT CHANGED DURING THE DAY 
GO TO 11 
12 IF INCON5 .EQ. 01 GO TO 46 
IF 11 .EQ. lt MCON5 • IC21NCON51 
46 IF (N02 .EQ. 01 GO TO 36 
IF II .EQ. 11 M02 • IX21N021 
C CqNVERT RUSTRAK DATA TO TEMP. IN DEG. C AND 02 CONC. IN MG/L 02 
C APPROX. EQUAL TO GRAM/ICUBIC METERI 02 
lei.DO 5 J • 1, 5 
/ TEMPll,JI • IZEROll,JI - TEHPll,JIJ•2e.0•1-o.06697581 + 55.6132 
. 5 0211,JI • IZERUll,JI - 0211,Jll*28o0/ISLDPEIIX41•TEMPll,Jl+RINTCP 
•C IX41 I 
C USING HUTCHINSON'S TABLE CALCULATE I SAT. Of SURFACE WATER IPSATI 
K • ll'H I TEMP 11 , 111 + l 
L • INTITEHPll,ll•l0.00011 - CK -11*10 + l 
6 PSATCII • 0211,11/IHUTCHIK,Ll•l.031 
C SUM 02 CONC. TO GET IG 021/ISQ. M LAKE SURFACEI 
SUMlll•O.O 
DO 1 J • 1, 5 
1 SUHCII = 02(1,Jl•CONIJI + SUMIII 
C IF 24 RUSTRAK DATA CARDS WEREN 1 T READ, READ ANOTHER ONE 
IF CISTOP .EQ. 11 GO TO 84 
IF II .Ne. 241 GO tn 13 
84 N•I 
GO TO 18 
16 N "' 1-1 
C WRITE CALCULATED DATA ONTO TAPE WITH ITS T IHE CODE 
18 WR It F I 4, 5 3 I N, l YE AR I 11 , MONTH I 11 , IO A Y Cl I , I IT l ME IM I , lT E MP I M, JI , 
&J•l,51,1021M,Jl,J•l,51,SUMIMl,PSATIMl,M•l,NI 
C PAD UNUSED TAPE RECORDS WITH BLANKS 
M•24-N 
IF IM .EQ. 0 I GO TO 66 
00 67 MPAO•l,M 
67 WRITE 14,591 
C WRITE COH5 VALUES USED FOR THE DAY ONTO TAPE 
66 WRITE 14,54t CON'HMCON51 
NCOKNT•O 
IF INCON5 .EQ. 01 GO TO lt8 
C LIMITED TO 10 CONS VALUES PER DAY 
IF CNCON5 .GT. 101 GO TO 56 
DO 83 M• l ,NCON5 
IC3•1C2lHI 
IF CIC3 .EQ. MCON5) GO TO 83 
NCOKNT • NCOKNT+l 
83 CONTINUE 
C WRIT!: NUMBER OF TIMES 02 PROBES WERE/CHANGED DURING THE DAY 











APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 
DO 47 M•l,NC'ON5 
IC3 a IC2CMI 
IF IIC3 .EQ. MC0~51 GO TO 47 
WRITE 14,551 CON511C31,ITIMEBCIC31 
47 CONTINUE 
GO TO 49 
48 IF IICl oEQo 21 MC0~5 • IC21ll 
WRITE 14,721 NCOKNT 
GO TO 27 
49 MCON5 • IC2(NCON51 
PA,D UNUSEO TAPE RECORDS WI TH BLANKS 
21 14•10-NCOKNT 
IF HI .EQ. 0 I GO TO 49 
00 5,9 MPAD=l ,M 
58 WRITE 14,591 
WRlTE 02 PROBE CAL l8RATION NUMBERS USED FOR THE DAY ONTO TAPE 
WRITE .14 1 bOl NPROBE I M02 I 
N02KNT•O 
IF JN02 •EQ. 01 GO TO 34 
LIMITED TO 10 .NPROBE VALUES PER DAY 
IF CN02 oGT. 101 GO TO 62 
DO 82 M=hN02 
IX3slX2(MI 
IF lll3 .eo. M021 GO TO 82 
N02KNTo•N02KNT+l . 
82 CONTINUE 
WRITE NUMBER Of TIMES 02 PROBES WERE CHANGED DURING THE DAY 
WRITE (4,721 N02KNT 
00 33 M• l , N02 
IX3 = IXZCMI 
IF IIX3 .EQ. 14021 GO TO 33 
WRITE 14,bll NPROBHIX31,ITIMEAIIX31 
H .CONTINUE 
GO TO 37 
34 IF"(IXl .EQ. 21 M02 • IX2(11 
WRITE 14,721 N02KNT 
GO TO 29 
37 M02 • IX21N021 
PAU UNUSED TAPE .RECORDS WITH BLANKS 
29 M•l0-N02KNT 
IF 114 .fQo O I GO TO 31 
00 b4 i4PAO:cl,14 
b4 WR IT. E C 4, 59 I 
N • EQ 0 1 ·. WHEN 24 VALUES/DAY 1111::RE CALCULATED (COMPLETE DIURNAL I 
IF IISTOP oEQ, 11 GO TO 69 . 
IF IN .Ea. H GO TO 15 ··.·. 
TRANSFER STORED VALUES FOR THE NEXT DAY INTO DATA P05'TION O .. li. Qf. l:A~ti,. 
RESPECTIVE ARR.AV .. ·. . . .. . ' 
IDAYHI a IOAYIII 
MONTHlll • MONTH(ll 
IYEARlll :c IYEARIIJ 
ITIMElll • ITIHECII 
00 l'l J"' 1,5 
TEMPCl,JI :c TEMPll,JI 
0211,JI ,. 02(1 ,JI 
19 lEROCl,JI = ZEROl(,JI 
INJtJAtlZE VARIABLES AND GO BACK TO BEGINNING 




GO TO 35 
17 ff II .EQ. II GO TO 69 
ISTOP • I 
GO TO 35 
APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 
C WRITE ERRORS DETECTED BY PROGRAM ANO TERMINATE CSEE RESPECTIVE FORMATS FOR 
C MESSAGE WRITTENI 
50 WRITE 16,511 
STOP 
56 WR IT E C 6, 5 7 I 
SHJP 
62 WRITE 16 1631 
SfO.P 
69 ENDFILE 4 
REWIND 4 
C AT THIS POINT ALL DAU IS CALCULATED AND ON. TAPE, THE REMAINING STATEMENTS 
C READ BACI(. THE UPE PATA ANO PRODUCE PRUHEO OUTPUT 
Bl READ C4,53,EN0•761 N,IYEARCll~MONTHCll,IOAYCll,CITIMECMI, 
&I TE"4PCM, JI ,J•l ,51 ,102 IM,JI ,J•l,51,SUMCHI ,PS ATC Ml ,M•l,NI 
C SK19 BLANK RECORDS 
M=24-N 
IF .CM .EQ. 01 GO TO 77 
00 70 MPA0• 1,M 
70 READ 14,591 . 
77 WRITEC6;BIMONTHl11,IDAYC11,IYEARl11,CITIMECMl,ITEMPCH,JI, 
&J=l,51,C021~1Jl,J=l,51,SUMCMl,PSATCMl,M=l,NI . 
IFCN .EQ. 241WRlTE J6,241 
C READ AND WRITE CONS VALUE USED AT FIRST READING 
READ 14,541 CON5111 
WRITE 16,261 CON5Cll ,ITIHECll 
C Rl;AO ANO WRITE CONS VALUES CHANGED DURING THE DAY ANO THE TIME fl:iEV WERE 
C CHANGED 
READ 14,721 NCOKNT 
IF INCOKNT .EQ. 01 GO TO 79 
READ 14 1 HI . ICON5C IC31, IT IHEBC IC31, IC3•1,NCOKNTI 
WRJTE 161251 CCON5 I 1Cl I, IT IMEB I ICJ 1, IC3•1,NC01(.NT I 
·c SKIP BLANK RECORDS 
79 HslO-NCOKNT 
IF CM .eo. Ol GO TO 80 
00 71 MPAO• l ;H 
71 READ 14,591 
C READ AND WRITE 02 PROBE NUMBER USED AT FIRST READING 
80 RF.AD 14,601 NPRO.BEUI 
WRITE (6 1 ~81 NPROBElll ,fTIHECll 
C READ ANO WRITE 02 PROBE NUMBERS CHANGED DURING THE DAY ANO THE TIME THEY 
C WERE CHANGEQ 
READ 14,721 NO~KNT 
IF CN02KNT .EQ. 01 GO TO 78 .. 
READ 14,741 CNPROBECIX31,1TlMEACIX3l;IX3•1,N02KtiH 
WRITE (6 130ICNPROOEIIX311ITIHEACIX3l,IX3•1,N02KNTt 
C SKIP BLANK RECORDS 
78 M•l0-N02KNT 
DO 75 Mi>AOz l ,M 
75 READ 14,591 
Gil TO 81 
76 REWIND It 
STOP 
42 
APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 
SUBROUTINe TIHCHK IIYEAR,HONTH,IDAY,.ITIHE,1,IXI 




. C CHECK FOR UNREALISTIC TIME DATA 
IF (CIYEAR .LT. 681 .OR. CIYEAR .GT.7011 GO TO 17 
IF CIMONTH .LT. 11 .OR. IMONTH .GT. 1211 GO TO 17 
If CIJDAY .LT. 11 .OR. CIDAY .GT, 3111 GO TO 17 
IF CCITIME ,LT, 00001 ,OR, CITIHE ,GT, 240011 GO TO 17 
If 11 • EQ, 11 GO TO 2 
C C"ECK FOR PROPER TIME SEQUENCE 
IF IIYEAR,LT,IYEARXI GO TO ll 
IF I MONTH, LT ,MONTHX I GO TO 6 
5 IF ClOAY,LT,IDAYXI GO TO 4 
10 IF IITIME,LE,ITIMEXI GO TO 12 
GO TO 2 
6 ASSIGN'> TON 
8 IF IIYEAR,GT,IYEARXI GO TON, 15,21 
GO TO 13 
4 ·ASSIGN 10 TOM 
MZ•lO · · -· 
15 IF IMONTH,GT,MONYH·XI GO TOM, 110 1 21 
A SS I GN l O TO N 
IF IMZ ,EQ, 21 ASSIGN 2 TON 
GO TO 8 
12 IF IIOAY,GT,IDAYKI GO TO 2 
MZ=2 
ASSIGN 2 TO M 




I Tl MEX• 1 TI ME 
RETURN 
C WRITE MESSAGES AND TERMINATE 
13 WRJ TE 16, 711 N,MONHiX, I OAYX, IYEARX, IT IMEX, I, MONTH, !DAY, IYEAR, IT IHE, 
*l~ORDCJWl,IW•IX,IYI . . . . . 
1 FORMATC 1 -ERROR DETECTED WHILE COMPARING CARD•,19,10X,313,J6/26X, 
•• WITH C~RD•,l9,lOX,3l3,16,10X,2A31 . 
STOP 
17 WRITE 16,181 1,MONTH,IDAY,IYEAR,ITIHE,IWORDCIWl,IW•IX,TYI 
18 FORMAT ,~-UNREALISTIC DATA ENCOUNTERED ON CARD',18,lOX,313,16~1ox, 
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REPRESENTATIVE OXYGEN CURVE DATA 
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·. APPENDIX C (CONTINUED) 
VALUfS ADJUSTEO ACCORD IN;. TO CL A.SSC 1,21 
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